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The 2016 ICFF lightexture installation will present a sampling of their collection 
through a series of distinctive light vignettes. The fixtures will each project a 
specific light drawing and atmosphere, creating a sensual material presence in 
the surrounding environment.

“Through light, we are all in search of the expression of the ineffable – of the elusive 
qualities that escape words but can dwell in image, space and light,” said Yael Erel and 
Avner Ben Natan, design partners and co-founders of lightexture. “When designing, we 
consider the light source and the material object that blocks, reflects and refracts the 
light as it travels. The light fixture becomes a projector that transforms the space 
through its projections.”

All of the fixtures presented allow the user to reconfigure and adjust the light fixture to 
change the atmosphere and usability of a space; subtle and diverse effects can be 
achieved by aiming, opening and closing an aperture, as well as modifying rotation and 
tilt. “We believe that the design of a space is alive, and therefore should allow a dweller 
the possibility of reconfiguring,” said Erel, an architect who is teaching at Rensselaer 
Polytechnic Institute, taught at Harvard GSD, the Pratt Institute, Columbia University 
and The Cooper Union. “In each of our models we would like to empower the user to 
change and adjust their space, even if it’s in a subtle way.” 

Lightexture’s approach to the design of light is not aimed at equal distribution of light in 
space; to the contrary, we also emphasize darkness and its interplay with light. This 
emphasis comes in part from the experience of Avner Ben Natan as a gaffer and lighting 
designer in films. “Atmospheric lighting on film is constructed from moments of accents,” 
he says, “heightened moments within a field. In this field it is necessary to establish 
darkness, moments that are blocked from light as much as the lit zones.”

Our age is an age of over-exposure, and lightexture’s designs are looking to calm this 
over exposure. We are inspired by the words from Pritzker Prize-winning Mexican 
Architect Luis Barragan: 

Everyday life is becoming much too public. Radio, TV, the telephone all invade 
our privacy: Gardens should therefore be enclosed, not open to the public 
gaze… Architects are forgetting the need of humans for half-light. A sort of light 
that imposes a tranquility, in their living rooms as well in their bedrooms. About 
half the glass that is used in so many buildings – homes and offices – would 
have to be removed in order to obtain the quality of light that enables one to live 
and work in a more concentrated manner. 



lightexture: Designing Light
est. 2008

lightexture is a design collaborative between an architect, a lighting designer and a 
ceramic artist, creating unique designer lamps.  Together the three designers have been 
collaborating to create a robust collection of fixtures that are both playful and sensual. 
Each of the partner designers brings in a different set of skills and sensibilities to the 
stage, which makes the lights a conversation through work.

lightexture designs and fabricates all of its products with utmost care and craftsmanship, 
using handmade techniques together with cutting edge digital technologies, creating 
lights that are adjustable, efficient and above all beautiful and inspiring. lightexture 
treats light as a material that can create atmospheres and open up new ways of 
experiencing space; Emphasizing light quality and textures as much as considering the 
sculptural qualities of the light fixture.

Yael Erel, RA 
Yael Erel is an architect, educator and light artist. She interweaves light optics research 
with academic teaching and practice. Erel is a licensed architect in New York and 
registered architect in Israel. Graduated with honors from The Cooper Union where she 
received the Irma Giustino Weiss Prize for creative achievement. As light became the 
focus of Erel’s work, she pursued her graduate studies at Rensselaer Polytechnic 
Institute to gain deep knowledge of light as material. Her current research studies 
systems of light sources and reflectors that construct spatial and temporal light-
drawings. Her work has been published and exhibited at the miSci Museum, Albany 
Airport, MIT, RPI, The Krakow Biennial, Queens Theater in the Park, The Public Theater 
SPF, Pratt Institute and other NYC Galleries. 

For over a decade Erel has been deeply immersed in architectural education, teaching 
architecture at the Harvard GSD,The Cooper Union, Columbia University and Pratt 
Institute. She is currently teaching at Rensselaer School of Architecture, where she 
received the 2015 Brown Travel Fellowship. for her research project Constructing 
Reflections.

Avner Ben Natan
Avner Ben Natan has been working with light as material since the early 90's in his work 
as a lighting designer in films and television. After he moved to New York, he began to 
extend the work with light into the design of light fixtures and environments for art and 
dance installations, residential and commercial projects. A versatile artist, Ben Natan 
has also been writing poetry and prose. After completing a collection of short stories, he 
started to compose and sing his own poetry and has developed one of his short stories 
into a screenplay. Received a BA in Sociology and Anthropology from Tel Aviv 
University.



Sharan Elran
Sharan’s research is process driven. He’s interested in how technology stimulates the 
development of new forms and discourses. Using his background in physics and 
software engineering, he explores simple mathematical formulae that generate very 
complex systems. His works are based on modular and dynamic molds, designed to 
produce a family of forms instead of copies of the same object.  As a part of lightexture 
Sharan uses light as material and ceramics as an editing tool for light.

Sharan received his MFA from Carnbrook Academy of Art and holds a B.Sc. in physics 
and computer science. His work was exhibited at Cranbrook Art Museum, Schein-
Joseph Intl Museum of Ceramic Art, Houston Center for Contemporary Craft among 
others. For more please check out sharanism.com

lightexture fixtures presented at ICFF 2016

Iris Series (Patent 8,025,430)
The Iris series transform their form and consequently its environment through changing 
projections onto space. Composed of overlapping brass leaves, each Iris Lamp has two 
adjustable apertures; as one opens, the other closes. The Iris series was crowd funded 
through a Kickstarter campaign reaching pledges of $82,206 (685% of our goal). Based 
on a patented overlapping leaves mechanism (Patent #8,025,430) first explored in 
lightexture’s Steamlight™ series. 

Large Iris Pendant (Patent 8,025,430)
The Iris Pendant Lamp transforms its form and the atmosphere in a room by changing 
its light direction and projections. By adjusting this lamp one can have upward pointing 
light, a downward pointing light, or a mixture of both. The reflective interior of this 
hanging lamp casts intricately patterned reflections that change as the lamp's 
configuration is changed. UL listed.

Iris Floor Lamp (Patent 8,025,430)
The Iris Floor Lamp transforms its form and the atmosphere in a room by changing its 
light direction and projections. By adjusting the lamp shade one can have upward 
pointing light, a downward pointing light, a spot light to one direction and / or patterned 
light to another direction, The reflective interior of this floor lamp casts intricately 
patterned reflections that change as the lamp's configuration is changed.

Iris Table Lamp (Patent 8,025,430)
The Iris table lamp transforms its form and the atmosphere in a room by changing its 
light direction and projections. By adjusting this lamp one can have a strong up light that 
lights the room or a down light made of golden reflections around the lamp, or mixture of 
both. The reflective interior of the this table lamp casts intricately patterned reflections 
that change as the lamp's configuration is changed.



Claylight™ Series 
The Claylight™ collection by lightexture™ is a family of ceramic light fixtures designed 
with ceramic artist Sharan Elran. Made of clay and porcelain, they explore the link 
between these materials and light. Using different types of perforations and material 
thickness, they create varied light environments and patterns. For example, perforations 
through clay create a camera obscura effect in which the small punctures project playful 
V-shaped light textures onto space, while the thinness of the porcelain shade allows 
light to shine through the material in an amber glow. 

The Claylight™ collection also aspires to strike a balance between using an energy-
efficient light source and creating a textured, warm environment. To achieve this, it 
employs LED sources as well as xenon bulbs that are twice as efficient in their energy 
use as a regular incandescent; they also have a longer life span – 5,000 hours – and a 
warm color light quality. 

The Claylight™ series features chandeliers, pendants, sconces desk and floor lamps. At 
ICFF 2016, lightexture will present an array ceiling and chandeliers including the 
Boomerang XL chandelier, the Bouquet and LED Bouquet and the Clover ceiling fixture. 
It will also present a variation of pendant lamps including the double cut, the Terra Cotta 
Pendant and the porcelain Spikes pendant. The show will also allow to present an array 
of sconces the new Claylight Large Sconce as well as the Claylight Sconce, and the 
Solid Claylight Solid as well as the Claylight Porcupine desklamp. All clay elements are 
by ceramic artist Sharan Elran. 

Chandeliers and Ceiling fixtures: 

Claylight Boomerang XL 
Four large ceramic light shades hang from two Australian Brigalow wood boomerangs 
and create a mobile of lights, textures and shapes in this Juan Miro inspired chandelier.
The perforations create a camera obscura lighting effect in which the small round holes 
project line shaped light textures. UL listed.

Claylight LED Bouquet
A practical and elegant light fixture that will light up any medium sized room.
We use this lamp for our work studio as a sustainable and energy efficient work light in 
a room that require stronger light. It has four 7W LED warm white spot lights that can be 
aimed to four locations in the room. It gives the right balance of accent light so that the 
room doesn't look flat but nothing is dark. Available in Terra Cotta and as well as custom 
colors - Black, Green, Red and many more in shiny or flat finish.

Claylight Bouquet
A lighting flower arrangement chandelier composed of ceramic shades that light up 
through translucent porcelain, shade openings and perforated white clay. The 
chandelier has a timeless and organic feel to it and can be arranged and aimed to fit the 
space. The light shades are by ceramic artist Sharan Elran.  Includes three translucent 



porcelain shades and three ceramic shades. With the xenon bulbs, The perforated 
shade creates a camera obscura lighting effect in which the small round holes project V 
shaped light textures. 

Claylight Clover
A semi flush mount ceiling light made of three perforated white ceramic shades 
arranged in a clover pattern. It shines light patterns on the ceiling around it and creates 
a broad and pleasant light downwards towards the room.

Claylight Pendants
These are based on the form of an egg that is sectioned by a plane to create either a 
symmetrical or asymmetrical shade depending on the location of the cutting plane. Their 
suspended form possesses a natural and timeless quality that is both utilitarian and 
sensual. It casts light textures onto space and emits both a soft reflected light, as well 
as a central beam. 

Claylight double Cut
An egg-shaped pendant lamp is sectioned with two cuts – one directed downward, the 
other upward – creating two dramatic beams of light, along with a sensual blend of light 
textures that are emitted through small perforations along the clay surface. 
The form of the double cut is an elaboration on all of lightexture’s egg pendants. These 
are all based on the form of an egg that is sectioned by a plane to create either a 
symmetrical or asymmetrical shade depending on the location of the cutting plane. In 
the double cut, the cutting plane strikes twice, thus accentuating the operation and 
providing an additional direction of light. UL listed.

The Double Cut pendant projects soft reflected light, as well as two task light beams, 
while emitting playful light textures onto space. It can be easily rotated 360 degrees 
horizontally to aim the opening at any direction.

Claylight Terra Cotta Pendant
A perforated Terra Cotta (ceramic) egg shaped symmetrical pendant light pendant with 
a braided cord and a ceramic ceiling plate. It throws light textures on the walls in it's 
proximity, a downward soft reflected light and a central task light. The perforations 
create a camera obscura effect in which the lamp projects W shaped textures from the 
round holes. UL listed.

Claylight Spikes pendant
A Spiky shaped pendant light is made of white translucent porcelain that shines in an 
amber tone. This light fixture comes with a braided cord and a matching clay ceiling 
plate. UL listed. 

The Concept: Spikes is the outcome of exploring seam lines in porcelain casting. 
Usually seams are considered a problem, something to erase and cover but in 
translucent porcelain you just can't do it. The light going through will reveal any seam 



like an X ray. This lighting fixture celebrates these fault lines in a decorative way. The 
mold was broken into many pieces producing many seam lines and evidence of the 
casting process which create different thicknesses of porcelain transmitting different 
intensities of light.

Claylight Sconces 

Claylight Large Sconce
An egg shaped sconce creates a starry night like lampshade and v shaped light 
textures. The brass arm allows the sconce to be aimed at all directions, including 
downwards where it can be used as a task light or a work light. UL 

The lamp shade perforations create a camera obscura effect which allows the round 
perforations to create V shaped light textures. UL listed.

Claylight Sconce 
An egg-shaped sconce creates a landscape of light textures on the wall, as well as an 
adjustable task light. The white clay shade by ceramic artist Sharan Elran has a natural 
and timeless quality that is both utilitarian and sensual. It lights up in three intensities by 
human touch onto a metal knob located on its wall plate.

Claylight Solid Sconce
An egg-shaped spotlight creates a focused task light. The white clay shade by ceramic 
artist Sharan Elran has a natural and timeless quality that is both utilitarian and sensual. 
This spotlight uses an energy-efficient LED MR16 bulb.

Claylight Porcupine desklamp
This porcupine shaped ceramic desk lamp emits a downwards task light and light 
textures around it. It has a touch dimmer knob on its base that activates it for three 
levels of light, on and off. The lamp shade is made of raw white ceramic and the lamp 
base is glazed in matte white.



Steamlight Micro Lamp
The SteamLight series is a family of adjustable light fixtures that draw light as they 
change through time. Based on the ready-made industrial steamer which operates as 
an iris, they function in a unique way to adjust and control light (patent 
8,025,430). Inspired by the camera iris, ready-made and Islamic architecture, this line is 
a distinctive collage of low and high culture that draws light onto space and thus 
transforms its surroundings.

The Steamlight lamps provide two types of light simultaneously: a patterned ambient 
light; and a direct task light beam. The Steamlight Micro Lamp is the wonder boy of the 
family.

Originally intended to be a small desk lamp, the micro lamp became a lamp that could 
fit anywhere. It derives its name from its resemblance to an old microphone.

The Micro Lamp’s head rotation allows the central light beam to be aimed almost 
anywhere. Ideal as a bedside lamp, it allows you to read a book while keeping your 
partner in relative darkness. It can fit in any room that requires intimate lighting and a 
flexible task light.


